
Drakkar International offers unique products and
innovative solutions for more efficient merchandise handling. 
DK-BEVERAGE is the ideal solution for optimizing single-
serve inventory management.

DK-BEVERAGE 
Both the DDKK--BBEEVVEERRAAGGEE44  and DDKK--BBEEVVEERRAAGGEE1122  
are ideal mobile solutions for managing your single-
serve beverage inventory. Large quantities of 
different-sized bottles can be stored directly on the 
unit, which can easily be moved when you are ready 
to replenish your shelves.

TECHNICAL DATA: 
•  Weight capacity: 1,000 lb. (450 kg)
• Loading capacity: 45-50 bottles per shelf

• Wheels: 4 polyurethane swivel wheels
• Material: Metal structure with self-locking

shelves that prevent tipping over
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With its four shelves,  
20 dividers, 20 stoppers 
and four protective side 
rails, the DK-BEVERAGE4 
is designed to move and 
store overstock of beer, 
juice, water or energy 
drinks. 

Dimensions (L x W x H):  
32 x 23 x 65 in. 
(812 x 585 x 1650mm)

As a mobile 
replenishment solution 
for single-serve drinks, 
the DK-BEVERAGE12 
provides added height, 
making it possible to add 
six shelves or drawers, 
30 dividers, 30 stoppers 
and six protective rails.

Dimensions (L x W x H):  
32 x 23 x 73 in. 
(812 x 585 x 1855mm)

An extra shelf can easily be installed on the  
DK-BEVERAGE cart, providing a handy surface for work 
accessories and a scanner. This shelf conveniently 
folds for storage under the bottom drawer.

The vertical drawer dividers make it easy to separate 
different brands. The stoppers or row dividers keep the 
single-serve beverages in place while moving the cart. 
The red side rails prevent bottles from falling over.

DK-BEVERAGE4
DK-BEVERAGE12


